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Executive Summary

1. Executive Summary
Thank you very much for your interest in becoming a shareholder of the MindforYou Charitable 
Community Benefit Society.

MindforYou is a specialist organisation for both people living with dementia and their 
families who no longer consider it’s possible to enjoy standard leisure activities and 
holidays.

In 2015 MindforYou established unique, small group UK holidays in dementia friendly 
holiday properties. Our experienced and compassionate staff personalise the holiday and 
provide support for people living with dementia and their family carer from 9am to 9pm 
“Like a family holiday, but stress free” (Quote from MindforYou Guest).

MindforYou is the only organisation in the UK focusing on year round holidays for people 
living with dementia and their family carer. 

MindforYou provides holidays to 0.01% of the 850,000 people currently living with dementia 
in the UK. Community share investment will increase this to 0.14%.  
 
In 2019 the head of business support for Visit England stated “the value of dementia friendly 
Tourism is expected to rise to £23 billion.”

MindforYou customer satisfaction is 4.8 out of 5 and we have >50% repeat business. “The 
too good to be true holiday turned out to be true” (Quote from MindforYou Guest).

Well being benefits for both the person with dementia and their family carer include being 
able to relax together, spend quality time together, make new friends, make new memories 
and be free from caring responsibilities. “MindforYou is Good for You”

MindforYou has created robust scalable processes and have a detailed understanding 
of their expenditure. It is governed by a board of experts and run by an experienced 
management team. 
 
Capital investment is required so more people can experience the MfY benefits. Investment 
is required so more people understand holidays are still possible, build a business 
infrastructure to increase the number of holidays we deliver, to secure advanced bookings 
of our dementia friendly properties and share our learnings. 
 
Investment will support growth and create a financially stable organisation which should 
support repayment of the capital invested in a 3 year period while providing an annual 
interest of 3%

Funds are needed rapidly to secure advanced property bookings in 2021 and early investors 
will receive annual interest payments of 4%.
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The Offer

2. The Offer

MindforYou

MindforYou are undertaking a share issue to raise 
working capital to take advantage of the opportunities to 
grow the business and increase the benefits we provide. 
Opening date: 31st of March 2021
Closing date: 28th of May 2021

The board of the society may choose to extend the 
period of the share offer by up to 6 months.

MindforYou is a Charitable Community Benefit Society 
registered on 5th March 2021 under the Co-operative and 
Community Benefit Societies Act with the Financial Conduct 
Authority (registration number 8561). The registered address 
is 5 The Willows, Burton on the Wolds, Leicestershire LE12 
5AP. It has charitable objects, and is seeking recognition of 
these with HMRC.

By subscribing for shares issued by the society in this share 
offer you will become a member of it thus co-owner of 
the society and its assets. Our rules and other supporting 
documents are available on our website: 
https://www.mindforyou.co.uk/our-community-share-offering

Minimum share subscription per person: £500

Maximum share subscription per person: £45,000

Maximum share subscription per organisation (which 
is a not a society): £100,000

Interest of 3% paid annually from year 1 onwards 
(4% paid annually for the first £275,000 invested)

Withdrawal of capital targeted from year 3 onwards

£275,000

Minimum target 
to be raised

£450,000

Optimum target 
to be raised

£750,000

Maximum target 
to be raised



2.1.3 Enterprise Investment Tax Relief
In this offering a minimum share subscription per person of £1,000 and a maximum of £45,000. 
Interest on the investment of 3% will be paid annually from year 1 onwards (4% if investment 
received by 31st March 2021) Withdrawal of capital targeted from year 3 onwards.  

This share offer has Advance Assurance from HMRC that it qualifies for Enterprise Investment 
Scheme Tax Relief. That means investors will be able to reduce their income tax liability by 30% 
of the value of whatever they have invested. So, if you invested £5000, you would be eligible to 
reduce your tax bill by £1500. 

In order to benefit from the tax relief, you must be a UK income and/or 
capital gains tax payer with tax due to pay equal or greater than 
the amount of relief you’re seeking.  A  tax relief claim 
can be made for tax year 2021-22 or backdate it to the 
tax year due to end on 5th April 2021.  TA

X
 
RELIEF

TA X R
ELIE

FTAX RELIEF
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The Offer

2.1 What are Community Shares?

2.1.2 Community Shares are fully at risk

Community shares are withdrawable shares that cannot be sold, traded or transferred between 
Members, unlike shares in a typical company. All Members are entitled to one vote – regardless 
of how many shares they hold. Members can be paid interest on their shares if the Board 
believe it would be sensible to do so, and can also withdraw their shareholding, along with any 
interest accrued, again subject to the approval of the board. 

You could lose some or all of the money you subscribe. You have no right to compensation 
from the Financial Services Compensation Scheme, nor any right of complaint to the Financial 
Ombudsman Service. Please don’t invest any money you can’t afford to lose it.
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3. Context for the Offer
MindforYou provide specialist holidays and digital services for families living with dementia who 
are no longer able to enjoy regular holidays or online activities and are lonely and isolated. As 
dementia specialists the purpose of MindforYou is to enable these families to rediscover JOY 
and RELAXATION. Through developing lasting relationships, shared learning, and innovation our 
vision is to impact society by advancing the inclusivity of our dementia community.

3.1 The Market
Dementia is an umbrella term for a group of diseases which permanently damages the brain, 
is degenerative, and in advanced stages results in death. The current demographic shift to a 
majority older population, and the projected increase in the number of people who will receive a 
diagnosis of some form of dementia are the key drivers of the overall market.
 
The prevalence rate of dementia among adults 65 years and over is 7.1%. This means that 1 
in every 79 of the entire UK adult population will develop some form of dementia. It is also 
projected that 1 in every 14 adults aged 65 years and over in the population will develop some 
form of dementia (Dementia Report, Alzheimer’s Society, 2014).

There are an estimated 850,000 people in the UK already living with a diagnosis of dementia, 
two thirds of whom still live in the community. The numbers (i.e. the overall market) are rising 
and it is forecast that by 2025 over 1 million people will have a diagnosis, and by 2050 - ~thirty 
years from now - over 2 million people will be diagnosed with dementia. Indeed 225,000 people 
were diagnosed with some form of dementia in 2019. 

The annual cost of dementia to the UK economy is £37.4 billion, more than the combined costs 
of both cancer and heart disease. Two-thirds of this cost is currently being paid by people with 
dementia and their families (Alzheimer’s Society, 2019). Public services are yet to open up the 
world for people living with dementia. In fact, the world appears to inevitably shrink in terms 
of retail, finance, travel, fashion, employment, and educational opportunities. One of the first 
casualties is holidays given the dignity, behavioural, cognition, and dependency issues that 
someone with dementia may present. 

Our target market is people living with dementia and their families who are currently living 
in the community who are/have been regular holiday goers. Our market will constitute of 
combination of self funders , funding from benevolent funds such as Police Mutual Fund and 
in the future through local authority funding as an alternative to traditional respite and social 
prescribing.

In 2016 the UK’s travel and tourism as a whole contributed £217 billion to the economy. In 
2018 over 57.89 million people went on domestic leisure and holidays. (www.statista.com). We 
note that people over 50 years of age account for well over half of UK spending on travel and 
tourism and this is projected to grow as a result of increased longevity. ABTA reports a growth 
in domestic holiday trends and that 40% of people over 50 spend more than £3,000 a year on 
holidays. 

Context for the Offer
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People aged between 65 and 74 years spend almost one-fifth of their disposable income on 
recreation and culture. 

In October 2019, in reference to “Dementia Friendly Tourism” The Head of Business Support 
for Visit England, Ross Calladine, stated that “The value of this sector is expected to rise to £23 
billion by 2020 presenting a great opportunity for tourism businesses to offer the warmest of 
welcomes to people with dementia” in reference to ‘Dementia-friendly’ tourism. 

We believe the real potential of this market is yet to be fully realised and capitalised upon for 
personal, social, and economic returns. MindforYou’s  six year focus on addressing the existing 
gaps in service provision within mainstream travel, tourism, hospitality and leisure sectors 
perfectly positions us to enable people living with dementia to readily access and enjoy the 
same joy of holiday experiences as that of the general population, with dignity, confidence, and 
choice.

Context for the Offer
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3.2 Growth of the Company
MindforYou was created and founded by Dr Carol Sargent in 2014 following personal experience 
in supporting her family living with dementia. Her investment of £285,000 has covered the 
accrued shortfall each year via a directors’ loan this was converted to community shares which 
have no preferential status and will receive 3% annual interest

The figure on page 6 captures the growth of the company in number of holidays, number of 
guests, and revenue.

A £25,000 interest free loan from Key Fund was obtained in April 2015 and was paid back in 
May 2018. A second loan from Key Fund of £60,160 was obtained in March 2019 and is being 
paid back over 5 years with flat rate of 6.5%. The second loan from Key Fund was sought to 
increase our sales and marketing potential and several new process have been put in place and 
existing ones refined. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic has precluded the organisation in 
maximising the benefits of this investment in 2020. 

To support our community MindforYou established an interactive digital service and paper 
based activity packs in 2020. These  services have been established and driven by volunteers 
and will continue when holidays restart to reduce the isolation and loneliness of our community 
and allow our guests to maintain their relationships with one another and our staff when they 
return from holiday.

Context for the Offer

2014
MindforYou Limited 
Established

Positioned 
‘Alternative to Respite’

8
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Digital Session 
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Benefit Society Board

Holidays Guests Turnover

- Year upon year 50% new & 50% existing guests
- Guests go on 2 or more holidays per year

Future MindforYou State of the Art 
Dementia Friendly Properties
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3.3 Company Expertise
MindforYou is the only organisation in the world that offers year round holidays for families 
living with dementia. Since their first holiday in May 2015 they have accumulated significant 
knowledge of exactly what is required to allow families living with dementia to rediscover leisure 
and holiday activities. Principles learnt by their founder, Dr Carol Sargent, from the dementia 
design course at the Dementia Services Development Centre at the Iris Murdoch Centre at the 
University of Stirling are applied in the selection and adaptation of the holiday properties they 
rent. The recognised person centred approach to supporting people living with dementia is the 
foundation of everything they do, exemplified by their small groups and their high ratio of staff 
to guests (maximum 2 people living with dementia to one member of MindforYou staff).
 
MindforYou have incorporated the advice received from various experts to grow their 
organisation and continuously adapt to provide the best possible services for their guests. 
MindforYou fully understand both what is required to deliver a quality holiday and how to 
develop a scalable organisation. Scalability is frequently a challenge for many social enterprises, 
but MindforYou have established a method to recruit and retain high quality staff, have 
delivered 3 holidays in different parts of the UK in a single week and have run 9 holidays in a 
single month. They understand exactly what is required to provide consistent, quality holidays. 
MindforYou customer satisfaction is 4.8 out of a maximum of 5. Indeed, year on year over 50% 
of their guests have come on two or more holidays with them. They even have several guests 
who have enjoyed 6-8 MindforYou holidays.

MindforYou have also incorporated a commercial customer relations manager system to 
effectively manage their sales pipeline. The system was developed by MindforYou to provide a 
bespoke booking system and a process system to effectively project manage the simultaneous 
delivery of their holidays, thus ensuring consistency and quality.  MindforYou have a detailed 
understanding of the cost of their sales. This has been established using the commercial 
accountancy system Xero, detailed time sheets for staff and by creating specific cost centres for 
each holiday.

Lastly, MindforYou was established as a virtual organisation to ensure it could recruit and retain 
the best possible staff irrespective of their location. This approach has meant MindforYou were 
already skilled in the use of ZOOM to effectively communicate. This has been invaluable during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, enabling  them to develop a novel digital service for the dementia 
community and maintain relationships with their staff.

Context for the Offer
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3.4 Social Impact
As an experienced scientist the founder, Dr Carol Sargent, collaborated with dementia experts 
and identified well being measurements and feedback forms to evaluate the social impact of 
MindforYou holidays. The data was Independently analysed by Bangor University in 2019. Their 
findings confirmed there were measurable benefits for both people living with dementia and 
their carers which were attributable to their holiday experience with MindforYou Ltd.

“It has been a marvelous experience 
being with you all and you have helped 
us to keep... having memories together.” 
MindforYou Guest“

3.4.1
A Break from 
Caregiving
A more positive perspective about the 
future was found after the holiday.

“Provides respite in several subtle ways.” 
MindforYou Guest “

3.4.2
Reduced Stress
Some respondents, including PLWD, 
referring to the holiday as respite:

Context for the Offer
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“The steam railway was really enjoyable 
as I could share one of X’s hobbies with 
him, with the hard parts taken care of by 
MindforYou.” MindforYou Guest“

3.4.3
Quality Time 
Together
Several carers provided examples of how 
they could engage in routine, enjoyable 
activities which others commonly take for 
granted:

“I know my Mother enjoyed it because 
she did not have a dizzy head all week 
when we got home, she thanked me for 
taking her away.” MindforYou Guest “

3.4.4
Improved WellBeing
Some carers reported the holiday had led 
to an improvement in how the person 
living with dementia functioned. Most 
associated these improvements with 
emotional or psychological wellbeing 
(rather than cognition). Several carers 
perceived that the individual had enjoyed 
the holiday

Context for the Offer
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“It was like being part of one big family on 
holiday together” MindforYou Guest

“Being part of a happy, social, mutually 
supportive group...” MindforYou Guest

“

3.4.5
Peer Support
Carers reported that they felt they 
“had company” and this helped to 
negate feelings of social isolation. Some 
respondents talked about making 
friends with other guests. During the 
holiday, eating meals together seemed 
a particular aspect of the holiday that 
enabled new friendships to develop:

“I enjoyed a dance with X during our visit 
to ‘Scarborough Fair Collection’ - a thing 
which we haven’t done in years! That will 
be a lasting memory for me.” MindforYou 
Guest

“

3.4.6
Creating New & 
Happy Memories
In many cases, activities were selected 
as the ‘favourite’ part of the holiday by 
carers and individual. The feedback 
suggests that these activities were 
an integral part of a positive holiday 
experience:

Context for the Offer
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“Lovely break in routine, meals just 
came! What to do next , just happened. 
Wonderful! Usual pressure lifted” 
MindforYou Guest

“A sense of freedom and not having to 
think seriously about anything.” 
MindforYou Guest

“

3.4.7
Relaxation
Carers and the individual had the chance 
to relax from the normal routine and 
like any typical holiday, the experience 
provided respite from daily chores and 
from the need to plan and organise:

“Lovely break and ability to share in the 
responsibility of looking after and caring 
24/7 - such a treat!” MindforYou Guest

“The pressure is relieved with not having 
to have eyes in the back of your head.” 
MindforYou Guest

“Being able to hand over control to 
MindforYou carers.” MindforYou Guest

“

3.4.8
Freedom from Guilt
Bangor University produced anecdotal 
evidence which demonstrated carers 
could experience a break from caring 
whilst still enjoying the companionship 
of the person living with dementia. This 
is a direct challenge the conventional 
assumption that a break for carers must 
involve a separation from the person they 
care for.

Context of Offer
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Context of Offer

3.4.9 Reduced Depression
The Geriatric Depression Scale is used to provide an indication of depression. Sadly, MindforYou 
data showed 56% of the guests could be considered clinically depressed before their holiday 
and this was reduced to 35% when they returned from holiday and 46.5% one week after their 
holiday. The absolute reductions in the depression scale are shown below.
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ANOVA indicated statistical significance p<0.01
*Post hoc using Bonferroni correction statistical significance p<0.003

Week After

*

This is the first time the intervention of a support holiday has shown an improvement in carer 
depression. The findings were presented at the UK Dementia Congress (Nov 2019).
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3.5 Limiting Factors for Growth
MindforYou was positioned as a healthcare company to provide an alternative to traditional 
respite. This was based on their founder’s journey to establish the organisation and her 
expertise gained from the Pharmaceutical Industry. MindforYou Ltd recognised the need to 
reposition and rebrand themselves to become a unique specialist travel organisation as the 
guests come away with us to enjoy a holiday, not because they need respite. MindforYou now 
need to apply the expertise and learnings from the travel industry to maximise the awareness 
and sales of our holidays.
 
Traditional respite and social prescribing of free/low cost third sector services are offered 
to people living with dementia  and their informal carers by local authorities and clinical 
commissioning group. MindforYou holidays are currently seen as a luxury only available to those 
who can afford it and no recognition is given to the health and well being benefits our service 
provides. Our evidence could drive alternative thinking. Acknowledgment that informal  family 
carers are more than the equivalent of paid care worker would recognise their entitlement to 
holidays and would open this market. As would financial contributions by local authority and 
clinical commissioning groups, ratifying clear health and well being benefits. 

Furthermore, as the only organisation providing year-round specialist holidays for families living 
with dementia most of our potential customers are unaware of how the appropriate level of 
support can enable them to rediscover the Joy and Relaxation of leisure and holiday activities. 
Most simply close the door to these leisure and holiday activities, thinking it is something else 
that dementia has robbed them of. 

Two other organisations in the UK exist, Dementia Adventure and Revitalise, who provide 
holidays for people living with dementia. However, neither organisation focus solely on holidays 
and dementia, so it is very difficult for a single small organisation like MindforYou to alone 
change people’s perceptions and raise awareness of the benefits of our service.  

More emphasis could have been placed on sales, marketing and PR or establishing partnerships 
with these organisations, but this could have created a situation where a sudden rise in demand 
drove a reduction in the quality of the service MindforYou provided. Instead, the investment and 
leadership from the MindforYou founder, Dr Carol Sargent, focused on the establishment of a 
scalable robust service which with investment is now ready to respond to the increased demand 
more awareness will bring.

Context of Offer
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Context of Offer

3.6 Conversion to a Charitable 
Community Benefit Society
MindforYou was established as a Limited Company with the constitution of a for profit social 
enterprise, including an asset lock. Its articles of association included a clause that 60% of all 
profits would be reinvested into the business and its dementia community. Creating a real and 
meaningful social impact for the dementia community was always its mission, as was its desire 
to reach as many of this community as possible.
 
Having clearly established a scalable organisation with significant social impact, MindforYou 
Limited wanted to enable as many people as possible to rapidly access its services. Investment 
in the existing organisation could have achieved this, but investors might have changed the 
emphasis from a sustainable and high quality service to an organisation focused on maximising 
profit whilst potentially compromising the quality and person centred ethos of its services.
 
Establishment of a Charitable Community Benefit Society provided a legal structure for member 
driven investment based on an equal emphasis on social impact and financial sustainability not 
just profitability. The involvement of its members in the strategic growth of the organisation 
will incorporate the range of expertises required for the organisation to grow rapidly without 
making compromises on quality. The latter being the most important aspect everybody involved 
with MindforYou Limited have applied to everything they do.

To provide the best opportunity for success and raise the investment required for its growth the 
MindforYou shareholders and the owners of the directors loan transferred their shares for £5 
and £95 and converted their debt to community share equity. Furthermore, they insisted their 
shares would have no preferential interest rates or abilities to withdraw. Making everyone an 
equal owner of MindforYou.  

MindforYou Holidays

The Community
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The MindforYou Ltd board recruited experts from a wide range of charitable, commercial, public 
voluntary and 3rd sector backgrounds with a similar ethos to work together with MindforYou 
Limited Board (Carol Sargent, Viktor Todorov and Mary Butler) to establish and govern the new 
Society.

Funding for the creation of the Society and this Community Share Offering was obtained via an 
Investment Ready grant from REACH, which was endorsed by Key Fund, provider of two loans to 
MindforYou Limited.

Having obtained this funding, the MindforYou Limited board appointed the highly experienced 
accredited social enterprise advisor and Community Shares Unit licensed practitioner advisor 
Dave Boyle.  Together the team created the rules of the new organisation and agreed to convert 
MindforYou Limited to a Charitable Community Benefit Society.
 
The application to convert MindforYou Limited into a Charitable Community Benefit Society was 
submitted by the three founder members, the MindforYou Limited Board (Carol Sargent, Viktor 
Todorov and Mary Butler). On March 5th [CA1] 2021 approval of the conversion to a Charitable 
Community Benefit Society and its rules was received from the Financial Conduct Authority.

The three founder members appointed the board, with Viktor Todorov becoming a member of 
the board. Carol Sargent and Mary Butler declined the option to become members of the board 
in order to continue on the management team, thus providing security for successful growth 
and development of the organisation. 

3.7 Future Growth of the Company
The business plans and financial predictions that are captured in detail in this document will 
allow more families living with dementia to rediscover the Joy and Relaxation of our holidays 
and digital services. MindforYou know that a limitation in its growth is not the market, in 2025 
we will only be supporting 0.1% of the dementia community. In fact, the key limitation to 
continued growth  is access to suitable “dementia friendly” properties. This is why MindforYou 
plan to build and own properties which could welcome guests as early as May 2025. 

These properties will not simply allow continued growth, they will provide an additional aspect 
to our existing holiday service. MindforYou visit every guest in their own homes before every 
holiday, even if its their 5th. Utilising this personalised approach we envisage the holiday in our 
properties will also provide an experience of how our guests’ homes could be adapted with age 
neutral design, equipment and technology tailored specifically toward them. 

This supports the MindforYou vision to advance the inclusivity of our dementia community 
by enabling them to live in their own homes as long as possible through incorporating either 
simple or complex modifications they have actually experienced and chosen on a MindforYou 
holiday.

To own and build its own properties MindforYou will plan carefully, identifying the right 
expertise and will seek separate additional investment in 2023. This ambition will not 
compromise the investment in this current community share offering, but provide an additional 
investment opportunity to our existing share holders. Our financial predictions provide an 
indication of the revenue and expenditure which would be associated with this development 
and assumes all land and property development costs are covered by the investment achieved 
in 2023.

Context of Offer



We detail why investment is sought and what it will be spent on. Our business model 
is eminently scalable and has been developed and refined over 6 years to deliver a 
consistent quality service.  The investment will allow MindforYou to deliver supported holidays 
to over 5000 people by 2025.  

4.1 Why Investment is Sought
Two alternative scenarios for 2021 and 2022, with and without investment, show the necessity 
to raise capital to ensure sustainability and the ability to keep providing MindforYou holidays. 
The predicted profit of £9,889 at the end of 2021 is insufficient to cover the expenditure for the 
first month of 2022.  

The investment will ensure that people with dementia and their family are able to enjoy our 
unique MindforYou holidays beyond 2021. 

No Investment £ No Investment £
2021 2021 2022 2022

TOTAL INCOME £245,843 £835,757 £256,876 £961,820

Holiday Income £178,490 £301,123 £228,076 £749,500

Property Income

Digital Income £25,920 £43,200 £28,800 £112,320

Community Shares £450,000

Grant Income £41,433 £41,433 £100,000

Donations

TOTAL EXPENDITURE £244,954 £727,516 £255,132 £811,934

Sales Expenditure £110,796 £396,661 £131,818 £308,116

Fixed Expenditure £134,158 £330,856 £123,314 £503,818

INVESTMENT RETURN 4% 4%

PROFIT/LOSS SURPLUS £9,889 £206,075 £11,633 £325,960
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4.2 The Investment Sought
Minimum  £275,000 – The minimum amount needed. It carries a greater risk compared with 
the target of £450K but there is no significant change in the result by year 5. 

Target £450,000 – The optimum investment figure for secure growth and is illustrated in this 
business plan. 

Maximum £750,000 - This will allow faster growth and earlier success in some areas of the 
business and an option to repay existing external Key Fund loan

4.3 Investment Spend
4.3.1 Employ Staff to Grow Organisation
The immediate need in 2021 is to increase the management capability by 
hiring a full time Sales & Marketing Lead and a Chief Operating Officer. Up 
to this point all management aspects of these roles were delivered by the 
CEO. A significant part of the service delivery process is in co-ordinating 
people, customers and activities. Therefore we also envisage hiring two 
junior administrators. Last, but not least is the need of more sales and 
marketing reach so more people can be aware of MindforYou.  
 
Additional investment in staff will allow us to share our expertise along with existing and new 
social impact evidence to fulfil our charitable objects.  Providing support to our long term vision 
of a more inclusive society where families living with dementia are not limited by their diagnosis 
and can rediscover the joy and relaxation of leisure and holiday activities.
 
We recognise that delivering 60 holidays with both employed and contracted personnel will 
require a dedicated person to ensure the quality of the service. Therefore, in 2022 we plan to 
introduce a new role of Quality Control. Furthermore, the increased number of holidays will 
require a second Holiday Staff Lead.

4.3.2 Financial Security
The holiday business is working capital hungry and seasonal, the demand for holidays fluctuates 
throughout the year. To deliver our predicted holidays we need cash available well in advance 
of sales. All this plus the need for sufficient cash to secure properties each year and the risk of 
external factors like the current pandemic, require healthy cash availability.  
 
To secure the business against all eventualities, including another pandemic, a reserve has been 
calculated each year from our surpluses. It assumes no income and covers 100% of fixed and 
sales costs for the first 3 months of the following year. It starts at ~£200K at the end of 2021 and 
grows with the business to £384,595 at the end of 2024.
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4.3.3 Property Rentals
One of the fundamental elements of our services are the 
properties we use. They not only have to be appropriate for 
people living with dementia, but also provide the feeling of 
home. Identifying the right properties in each location is a 
serious task and one of the limitations for growth. 

We plan to build long term relationships with property 
owners, to encourage them to make continuous 
enhancements to become more dementia and older adult 
friendly. 

Booking the selected few that meet our requirements well 
in advance, provides us with confidence that we can deliver 
the promised holidays at the chosen dates. To ensure 
our continued growth we intend to use this investment to 
secure advance bookings for subsequent years, which will 
also enable us to negotiate even better discounts.
 
In 2021 and 2022 COVID-19 is  impacting property availability. To secure the dementia friendly  
properties we require, we need to make earlier advanced bookings. Therefore, a total of 
£152,772 is planned to be spent on paying deposits for holiday properties for the second 
half of 2021 (£17,400) and 2022 (£131,022). This is why we are encouraging early investment 
to guarantee that people with dementia are able to have the holiday in 2021 that they so 
desperately need. 

4.3.4 Additional Revenue Streams
Aside from the main business, MindforYou can also generate revenue from grants and third 
party products through partnerships. 
 
During and after the holidays we offer different third-party products and services which at this 
point generates an additional £36 revenue per person at 15% average revenue percentage for 
MindforYou. We believe we can identify many more useful products, technologies and services 
to our clients which will bring not just additional income (increasing the revenue per person 
to £50) but also will position us as experts in all aspects of the dementia journey, its needs 
and the available solutions. We envisage when we offer holidays in our own dementia friendly 
properties that the increased options and choice will offer much more value to our customers 
thus increasing the average revenue from third party suppliers to £100 per person.  
  
From 2022 our digital and activity products could attract £100K annually in grant income. This 
will enable more people with dementia to experience them further fulfilling our charitable 
objects and our proven ability to generate novel and innovative products.
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4.3.5 Future Plans
As discussed in 3.3.3. properties are a very critical element of the service. Not only that they are 
hard to identify and secure, but they are also a significant part of people’s experience. Even the 
most appropriate rental properties are not built with dementia in mind. Adjusting them before 
each holiday is not only costly but also does not 100% serve the purpose. Having delivered 128 
holidays to ~1000 people already, we understand exactly what is required from a property.

Our ambition and an opportunity for our members in the future is building dementia friendly 
properties which are explicitly designed for the purpose. This will allow us to: 

Provide maximum value to our customers 

Create a tangible asset 

Create an alternative revenue stream for renting them to the general public 

Have a place to test new technologies and offer more products and services 
 
If the main business objectives are achieved by 2023, the aim is to start the planning process to 
develop MindforYou properties.

4.4 Impact of Investment
The tables on the next pages illustrate the impact of the investment on both our community and 
our financial position. The key assumptions underlying the summary forecasts described in the 
following tables can be found in the Appendix 7.1.
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Predicted Profit / Loss without Accrual

Profit / Loss 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2025 with 
properties

Guests 228 480 960 1600 1760 2336

Total Sales 345,713 861,820 1,580,999 2,577,626 2,857,369 4,986,819

Total Cost of Sales 297,216 308,116 737,862 1,144,925 1,541,915 1,669,469

Gross Profit 48,497 553,703 843,137 1,432,701 1,315,454 3,317,350

Gross Margin % 14% 64% 53% 56% 46% 67%

Total Overheads 336,648 477,065 543,802 544,855 568,932 568,932

EBITDA -288,151 76,639 299,335 887,846 746,522 2,748,418

Interest on Key Fund Loan 3,911 3,911 3,911 3,911 978 978

2021 Investor Interest Payments 0 16,250 16,250 15,056 15,056 15,056

Total Other Costs 3,911 20,161 20,161 18,967 16,034 6,228

Operating Profit/(Loss) - Pre Tax -292,062 56,478 279,174 868,879 730,488 2,742,190

Other Income - Grants 41,433 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000

Net Profit/(Loss) - After Tax -250,629 156,478 379,174 968,879 830,488 2,832,384

Net Profit % of Turnover -72% 18% 24% 38% 29% 57%

Net Profit Margin -83% 9% 19% 34% 26% 55%

Sales Growth 31% 149% 83% 63% 11% 75%

In 2023 a decision would be 
made on whether to invest into 

building properties. 
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Predicted Cash Flow with Accruals

Cash Flow 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Anticipated Grant Income 41,433 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000

Share Issue 450,000 0 0 0 0

Director’s Loan 0 0 0 0 0

Key Fund Loan Capital 
Repayment (4,297) (8,594) (8,594) (8,594) (2,149)

Share Capital Withdrawal (47,345)

Resources Available 

Cash at Beginning of Period 33,389 190,259 455,602 916,572 1,914,046

Change in Cash during Period 156,869 265,344 460,970 997,474 820,769

Cash at End of Period 190,259 455,602 916,572 1,914,046 2,734,815

Held as:

Prepayments for Property Rental 131,022 87,348 145,726 175,220 240,928

Cash in Bank 59,237 368,254 770,846 1,738,826 2,493,887

Total Cash & Prepayments 190,259 455,602 916,572 1,914,046 2,734,815
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Predicted Balance Sheet with Accruals

(1) Advanced payments for holiday property rentals.   
(2) Monies owed for guest meal and care costs from previous year.
(3) Deposits received for holidays in the next year. The figure for 2020 is total holiday cost for 
holidays transferred to 2021.
(4) Deferred expenses.
(5) The negative retained profits values relates to the share equity converted from the directors 
loan when MindforYou Ltd converted. As the sales of the organisation increase this reduces.

Balance 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Total Fixed Assets (Depreciated) 770 770 5,100 6,100 5,900 6,700

Current Assets

Prepayments for Property Rentals 
(1) 4,267 131,022 87,348 145,726 175,220 240,928

Accounts Receivable (2) 7,097 7,500 10,000 12,500 15,000 15,000

Cash at Bank 29,122 59,237 368,254 770,846 1,738,826 2,493,887

Total Current Assets 40,486 197,759 465,602 929,072 1,929,046 2,749,815

Current Liabilities (3) 45,720 10,000 138,200 234,000 277,400 321,200
Net Current Assets (Working 
Capital) (5,234) 187,759 327,402 695,072 1,651,646 2,428615

Total Net Assets (4,464) 188,529 322,502 701,172 1,657,546 2,435,315

Accruals (4) (1,170) (3000) (3000) (5000) (5000) (5000)

Long Term Liabilities

Directors Loans 303,156 0 0 0 0 0

Key Fund 51,095 42,887 30,383 17,878 5,373 0

Total Long Term Liabilities 345,251 42,887 30,383 17,878 5,373 0

NET ASSETS (359,885) 142,641 299,119 678,294 1,647,173 2,430,315

Financed by:

Share Capital 100 753,256 753,256 753,256 753,256 705,911

Retained Profit (56,220) (250,629) 156,478 379,174 968,879 830,488

Retained Profit B/fwd (5) -303,765 -359,985 -610,614 -454,136 -74,961 893,918

Total Capital in Reserve -359,885 142,641 299,119 678,294 1,647,173 2,430,315
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4.5 Investor Audience
This share offer is targeting two distinct investor segments (who may in fact overlap in some 
cases). 

We have been supported throughout our journey by countless individuals whose support 
tells us we are doing something right. We speak with people who work in the dementia sector 
professionally who tell us we created something that needs to expand. And when we talk to 
our guests they are very excited and incredibly positive about what we are doing, as are people 
living with dementia and their families. 

Firstly, we are aiming at people who recognise the importance of the services we provide and 
want to invest in us growing our capacity to provide them. This can be because they want  to 
see our business thrive so we can help them and their families manage the impact of dementia 
in their family, or maybe people who have a keen understanding of the challenges dementia 
presents from personal experience with loved ones who have since died or moved into more 
managed care situations.  We aim to find these people through three key methods:

1. Our own networks
Our board of Directors, senior management team and staff have lots of people who have 
excellent contacts into the wider community of people for whom dementia is a pressing and 
important concern. We will use these networks to communicate the share issue.

2. Wider networks
As with more communities of interest, there are many online spaces where people go for 
mutual support and solace, and we have a presence in many of these communities as a 
trusted and authentic member due to our experience. We will use our membership of these 
networks to promote the share issue via dignified and respectful interventions (ie, no hard 
selling in what are communities that must be engaged with sensitively).

3. National media
We are working to place stories in national and targeted media outlets and trade press 
about our share issue, and know that- although success is not guaranteed - that these can be 
powerful drivers of investment.

Secondly, we will host our share offer on the Ethex Platform which has a community of over 
15,000 social and ethical investors who we believe will be attracted to our offer in terms 
of the social impact we aim to have and the financial returns we are aspiring to provide 
investors. We know from other share issues that this is a powerful pool of potential investors, 
particualrly where a business doesn’t have high initial levels of awareness or visibility like us.
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5. Management of the Investment

This section describes what the MindforYou Community Benefit Society is, how it will operate 
and how it will be accountable to you its members and your role in the organisation.

5.1 Overview of a Community Benefit
Society

5.1.1 Overview of a Charitable Community
Benefit Society

MindforYou Community Benefits Society, born out of the FCA approved conversion on the 5th of 
March 2021 of MindforYou Limited, an asset locked for profit Social Enterprise founded in 2014.

The Community

A Charitable Community Benefit society has charitable 
aims in its objectives and is an organisation run primarily 
for the benefit of the community at large, rather than just 

for the members of the society.

Members who hold shares are accorded democratic 
rights on the basis of one-member-one-vote. It has a set 
of agreed guiding rules and by laws/policies that guide 

how it operates.

Rules
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Its members are those that share the vision of the society and commit 
their money to achieving that vision, members remain so for as long 

as they have money invested. Interest will be paid to members directly 
every year – this could be in the form of voucher credits to use against 

holidays, investing in new shares or simply in cash.

Unlike shares in companies, you’ll not get a dividend nor 
are you able to sell them to someone else. Investors can 

withdraw their money from the society, but only if the 
society has sufficient cash reserves to do so. 

Community benefit societies must only use their assets for the benefit 
of the community. MindforYou as dementia specialists provide tailored 

holidays and leisure activities. Unlike standard holidays we focus on 
lasting relationships and catering to each individual. We care about the 
short and long term positive impact our activities have on those in our 

dementia community.

£
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5.2 How MindforYou Operates
In managing the monies invested by our members the MindforYou board will carry out specific 
tasks each year to examine its performance relative to those detailed in this Business Plan. To 
effectively manage your community shareholding MindforYou have appointed Ethex to act as 
registrars. 

The board will develop and refine the by-laws of MindforYou, monitor the charitable 
objectives and ensure members are widely consulted and at the heart of all decision-
making processes.  As our members are our partners and our greatest advocates the board 
will keep the members fully informed through the relevant channels such as regular webinars, 
newsletters and general meetings. 

The Board will create standing and time limited sub committees as required and will look to 
its membership to support this. For those members who are able, the board would like them 
to become involved. The board has the powers to co-opt to its membership at any time. It 
welcomes approaches from suitably qualified individuals and will also reach out to its members 
where it recognises additional expertise is required. 

The MindforYou Board on behalf of its members sets the strategy and governs its delivery. They 
appoint the senior management team and work with them to translate strategy into delivery. 
The senior management team will work collectively with the board to highlight opportunities 
and any risks. 

Our First annual general meeting, planned for June 2022 will present the first formal opportunity 
for new members to stand for election to the board. To provide continuity of the strategic 
direction of MindforYou the board will step down by rotation and serve for a maximum term of 
3 years before seeking re-election or retirement.  

MindforYou also recognise the particular challenges that dementia brings to people 
and their families and will ensure that we create ways that those members who may find travel 
and attendance at traditional meetings difficult can still make a valuable contribution without 
feeling an overwhelming responsibility. 
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5.2.1 Board Members of MindforYou

Viktor is a consultant with a wide international client 
base working across strategy & transformation, 
SME growth, business modelling, marketing and 
processes analysis. He is passionate about empowering 
organisations to develop better structured businesses 
making them more reliable and able to deliver greater 
benefits.

A trusted business coach and mentor in several 
business accelerators and support programmes 
Viktor has known MindforYou since its first inception, 
mentoring Carol on a business acceleration 
programme. Sharing her vision, he joined her on 
the board of MindforYou Ltd. He now brings to the 
MindforYou Community Benefits Society board a 
detailed operational knowledge of the MindforYou 
holiday business. This includes the many monitoring 
and process mapping tools that have enabled 
MindforYou to deliver a year-on-year increase in holiday 
delivery whilst gathering the business and finance data. 

Viktor’s personal insight into MindforYou and broad 
business experience brings a unique position to the 
MindforYou board guiding it to confidently scale its 
business and enter this next phase of accelerated 
growth.

Viktor Todorov

Robin has extensive board level and international 
experience across the travel and tourism industry 
covering Marketing and Product and Commercial 
operations. He has a proven record in growing 
sales, optimising budgets, entering new markets 
and improving the profitability in market leading 
organisations, ranging from start up to large multi-
nationals . He has considerable experience in P&L 
ownership, supplier relations, strategy development 
and complex business transformation. 

Robin has had an interest in MindforYou since the 
summer of 2020, acting as a business sector mentor 
to the founder, Carol Sargent. 

Robin Parry
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A business studies graduate and adventurer at heart, 
Roger launched himself into a wide-ranging career 
across the voluntary and 3rd sector, always with a 
vision to enable individuals to think big, be brave 
and make a difference. He has served in executive 
and non-executive roles with voluntary, 3rd sector 
and Community Interest companies across the UK, 
developing and delivering community services and 
championing Social investment. 

He is currently Chief Executive Officer of South 
Derbyshire CVS delivering a wide range of services to 
a population disproportionally affected by the current 
pandemic in an area of multiple deprivation.

Roger has followed and supported MindforYou for 
many years and is enthusiastic to be in a position 
to now bring his comprehensive Non Executive, 
management and community development skills 
to guide MindforYou’s future as a Charitable 
Community Benefit Society.

Roger Moors

Kirstie was an early philanthropist of both time and 
money lending her student loan and design training to 
bring to the UK market ethically produced beads. She 
founded a social enterprise directly enhancing the life 
of 34 unemployed Ugandan mothers and an extended 
network of 88 community-based artisans. She went on 
to a career in the health and wellbeing sector. 

Trained in project management and social research, 
she is currently working with the Alzheimer’s Society 
providing evidencing impact, social research, 
stakeholder management, social responsibility, and 
accessibility advice. She is passionate about supporting 
sector leaders, businesses and organisations to make 
sustainable and meaningful change for people effected 
by dementia.  

Kirstie is keen to support the board in ensuring that 
MindforYou continues to be a leader in measuring 
and championing insight into the individual and 
societal benefits of holidays for people with 
dementia and their family carers. 

Kirstie Maclean Kalonji
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Gabrielle experienced first-hand the unique, quality of 
life enhancing effects of a MindforYou holiday both for 
her and her mother with advanced Alzheimer Disease 
for whom she is primary carer.

Gabrielle brings to the board her passion for both 
MindforYou holidays and the newly developed 
MindforYou digital services, and a determination to 
be an advocate for them. 

She has been working as a Casting Director in the 
theatre industry for over 22 years, including at the 
Royal Shakespeare Company, the National Theatre, 
Chichester Festival Theatre, and in London’s West End, 
casting plays across the UK, when our theatres are not 
shut due to the Pandemic!

Gabrielle Dawes

Barbara has an interest in the health and mental 
health of informal carers and in promoting positive life 
experiences for people living with dementia and other 
long-term health conditions. She is CEO of Dementia 
Pathfinders CIC and jointly manages the ‘Dementia 
Navigator’ service in Sandwell, West Midlands. Barbara 
has recently joined the Board of Resonate Arts, a charity 
providing art-inspired activities for people living with 
dementia in the community and in care homes. 

Barbara believes that ‘lived experience’ 
contributions from people with dementia, family 
carers, and others with stories to tell, are key to the 
development of responsive and effective services. 

Barbara Stephens
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Mandy began her career as a research chemist, working 
both in academia and industry, notably with Shell and 
AstraZeneca. She moved into the education sector, 
gaining experience in primary, secondary and college 
settings. Her interest in pedagogy and education policy 
was furthered by serving as a governor in two different 
schools, and becoming chair of governors at a primary 
school. 

Mandy has maintained a close awareness and analysis 
of MfY holiday since its inception. She has witnessed the 
exceptional personal development that MindforYou has 
provided for individuals starting their careers in health, 
education, and care.

Having recently retired, Mandy now wishes to bring 
her personal insight, planning and scientific skills, 
to guiding MindforYou holidays on the next stage of 
its development.

Mandy Coombs

5.2.2 Advisor to the MindforYou Board

Dave has advised on successful Community Share 
issues across a wide range of sectors. Working on 
some of the UK’s highest profile share issues, including 
Hastings Pier Charity, the first charity to raise equity 
finance in the UK and Portpatrick Harbour, the first 
Scottish charity to do so. 

His work on projects with organisations as wide 
ranging as The Plunkett Foundation, The Carnegie UK 
Foundation, Social Enterprise UK, Co-operatives UK, 
Brighton & Hove City Council, Cornwall Council, The 
High Pay Centre, Hacked Off, Liverpool Football Club 
and The Guardian is highly regarded.

Dave Boyle



5.2.3 Senior Management Team of MindforYou
The day to day management of MindforYou will be carried out by a senior management 
team of four led by the Chief Executive Officer who will in turn be managed by the board.

After a 22 years in the international pharmaceutical 
industry Carol recognised that the joy and support that 
holidays had brought to her mother with dementia was 
something that she wanted to apply her considerable 
business and personal skills to bring to others.

As founder of MindforYou Carol has driven the day to 
day operations of MindforYou for 6 years developing 
and refining the holiday product and delivering a 
year on year increase in holidays. She has recruited, 
managed and developed staff and created and 
implemented saleable processes and practices. Guided 
by her scientific expertise MindforYou has collected 
extensive social impact data.

Carol recognises the value of something is not in 
ownership but what it delivers to others. In wanting 
to bring joy to the maximum number of people with 
dementia she is delighted to hand over ownership of 
the company to the MindforYou Charitable Community 
Benefit Society while she focus her energies on the 
future growth of MindforYou. At a time of rapid growth 
it is important that there is also stability in management 
and Carol has made a long-term commitment to stay 
with MindforYou Charitable Community Benefit Society 
for “as long as it feels it need me “. Carol is committed 
to growing and supporting the new management team, 
transferring her knowledge and ensuring successful 
succession planning to create a legacy more valuable 
than ownership of a company.

Carol Sargent 
Chief Executive Officer & Society Secretary
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Mary Butler
Chief Financial Officer

Mary has recently joined MindforYou to oversee the 
financial operations and strengthen the management 
team as the organisation transitions  
 
Having known MindforYou for several years through 
their holidays she decided to join the team as it 
represented the opportunity to devote her energies 
to something that brings together two important 
aspects of her life. Her extensive financial and business 
experience coupled with 40 years bringing change in the 
lives of underrepresented people, particular those with 
disabilities. Her lived experience of Dementia through 
supporting her late mother, creation and coordination 
of a dementia physical exercise group, creation of a 
dementia careers support group  and a love of holidays 
made MindforYou a perfect fit. 

Mary has 25 years financial experience as a senior 
manager with Lloyds TSB retail Bank. She has acted 
as board member / trustee for several major disability 
sports organisations including founding the East 
Midlands federation of Disability sport, current chair, 
being instrumental in the formation of the English 
Federation of Disability Sport (Now Activity Alliance 
current T.O £2million +), serving on its board for 
10+years (chair of finance and risk) through a period 
of considerable change including a change in senior 
management and relocation.

Chief Operating Officer 
A recruitment process for a Chief operating officer with travel industry experience to work with 
Carol will be implemented when the finances are available.

Chief Sales & Marketing Officer 
The objective of MindforYou  to grow in scale to bring the joy of holidays to the most number 
of people with dementia  means that there is a requirement for the executive with extensive 
experience of marketing and the recruitment of a chief marketing officer will occur when 
finances are available.
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6. Risk Analysis

6.1 Risk  Log & Mitigations
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Risk Analysis

1. Risk to Financial Performance - Likelihood Low

COVID-19 pandemic impacts, delivery of holidays, growth and the start of 
investor interest payments Medium Impact

Mitigation

1. 2021 holidays weighted to second half of the year. Refunds/vouchers can be provided if 
required.

2. The financial predictions of 2021 have included fewer holidays than previously planned & 
the occupancy is only predicted to be 6 per holiday.

3. New vaccines are being developed for new variants of COVID-19 and will be rolled out in 
2nd half of 2021 if required.

4. Major growth of the organisation is planned for 2023.

5. All financial predictions have included ring fencing sufficient cash flow should no revenue 
occur (3 month fixed and variable costs).

6. Applications for grants for digital services will be sought to focus on growth of this service 
to create revenue & minimise spend from shareholder investment.

2. Risk to Financial Performance - Likelihood Low

Customers are reluctant to come on holiday because of COVID-19 risks. High Impact

Mitigation

1. Output from a survey in December of new and existing customers highlighted this was 
lowest concern of 7 options.

2. To hit our targets for 2021 we only require ~70 couples.

3. Reports from external organisations on the impact of COVID-19 on the UK dementia 
populations suggests there is more likely to be an increase in enquiries.
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Risk Analysis

3. Risk to Reputational & Financial Performance - Likelihood Medium

COVID-19 outbreak on MindforYou holiday. Medium Impact

Mitigation

1. All the properties MindforYou use are large and social distancing can be observed.

2. Staff have always worked in ways which to maximise infection control.

3. MindforYou have a dedicated member of staff who manages risk assessment who 
will ensure MindforYou adhere to all the COVID-19 legal requirements and the 
recommendations appropriate to our services.

4. Risk to Performance - Likelihood Medium

Unable to secure usual property bookings for 2nd half of 2021 because 
“Staycations” in the UK are the holiday of choice. Medium Impact

Mitigation

1. Negotiating provisional property bookings with existing property owners.

2. Online searches for additional properties will be initiated in March.

5. Risk to Financial Performance - Likelihood Low

We are unable to obtain sufficient operating capital. High Impact

Mitigation

1. Encourage rapid community share investment by including early bird incentive.

2. Community share marketing strategy in place.

3. Applications for grants for digital services will be sought to focus on growth of this service 
to create revenue & minimise spend from shareholder investment.
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7. Risk to Performance - Likelihood Low

We are unable to recruit and retain quality staff. High Impact

Mitigation

1. The lag time between growth versus recruitment of staff has taken this into consideration.

2. Recruitment involves existing trusted key members of staff.

3. Company environment of openness, compassion and active engagement with staff and 
customer has created a desirable environment to work in.

4. Engagement with permanent and holiday staff throughout the pandemic has highlighted 
their desire more than ever to continue to support our community.

8. Risk to Financial Performance and Performance - Likelihood Low

Departure of CEO through illness or departure. Medium Impact

Mitigation

1. Mary Butler has been in post in the management team of MindforYou Limited since July 
2020.

2. Investment is being sought to recruit two additional members to the management team.

6. Risk to Reputational & Financial Performance - Likelihood Low

We are unable to maintain our levels of service. High Impact

Mitigation

1. Care has been taken to grow the business in a way that always maintains quality.

2. Staff are trained, engaged, and involved in all decisions. 

3. Recruitment of a Quality Control Staff member will enable this to continue as organisation 
grows.

Risk Analysis
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7.1 Assumptions Underlying the
Forecast

We have strong confidence in our cost projections as in the last 3 years there have only been 
minor variations from actuals. The key assumptions for revenue and expenditure are described 
in the following sections.

7.1.1 Revenue Assumptions
We have two main revenue streams, from sales and grants. In 2021 the predicted income from 
sales is 41% with the remaining coming from grants (including furlough scheme) and the capital 
raising of £450K. However, from 2022 the sales percent rises to 90%, reaching 98% in 2025. 
This highlights the £100K revenue from grants per annum is not a key revenue. Furthermore, 
although revenue is anticipated from donations we have not included any income from 
donations in any of our forecasts. 

7.1.1.1 Holiday Revenue
Delivering holidays will remain the main business focus with 75% to 78% of the income from 
trading in 2024. In 2025 their share drop to 64% due to the additional revenue from own 
property rentals. 

The main assumptions for revenue from holidays are: 

We double the number of holidays from 2021 to 2023 and increase them by 60% in 2024 
and 69% in 2025. Starting with just 30 holidays in 2021 reflecting the late start due to 
COVID-19 

The average occupancy in 2021 is 6. A worst case maximal occupancy of 8 is used from 2020. 
Over 50% of our properties could accommodate 10, but this has not been used.

All holiday revenue is worst case scenario and assumes pricing for our guest standard 
package.  No additional revenue for our higher priced 1 to 1 support packages area included 
in the projections 

We increase the average price for a holiday per person from £1030 to £1130 in 2021 and to 
£1243 in 2022. Previous increase in price has not impacted holiday sales. In a December 2020 
survey of existing and new customers three additional factors preceded cost as important in 
the decision to purchase.

We double the sales year on year till 2025. Based on our historical data and supported by the 
new sales and marketing staff in 2021, we believe that our sales projections are realistic and 
towards the safe zone. In 2025 we are planning to take 2336 people on a holiday which is still 
below 0.2% of the population with Dementia in the UK.
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In 2025 there will be a new revenue generated from MIndfroYou properties. Along with the 
main service sold at £1750 per person, there will be an additional income for renting the 
properties to the general public for weekends and school holidays, which will mitigate any 
risk of low occupancy 

 7.1.1.2 Digital Service Revenue
Our assumption is this will generate ~10% of the revenue during the next 5 years. Although 
more growth could be achieved, we do not consider this a priority and are not currently 
planning to grow this service significantly. This service was developed to combat loneliness 
during the 2020 COVID pandemic and will continue for this customer group, as well as providing 
a new opportunity to develop and maintain relationships with holiday guests. 

7.1.1.3 Other Revenue
Apart from the main holiday service we also provide additional care, transport and sell third 
party products. We plan these to be around 10% of the revenue from trading. Our main 
assumption in this category is that we’ll manage to increase the revenue from third party 
products from average £36 per person to £50 for rented properties. 

7.1.1.4 Grants & Furlough
In 2021 we plan to receive government Furlough support until a month before our first holiday. 
The total amount is planned to be £42,433.  Our assumption is MindforYou will secure an 
average of £100K per annum from 2022.  

7.1.2 Expenditure Assumptions
Our assumptions for fixed and sales costs have been evidence tested since MindforYou started 
trading in Dec 2014. These were externally verified by Key Fund in 2019 prior to their loan 
approval. There are no significant deviations between budget and actual expenditure.  All 
expenditure incorporates an increase in the predicted rate of inflation in the UK.  

7.1.2.1 Cost of Sales
Our costs of sales are split into three groups – holiday rentals, holiday running costs and sub-
contractors cost.  The holiday rental costs are split into deposit and balance. Historically due to 
insufficient cash flow properties were booked 4-6 months in advance. To enable growth we have 
assumed the investment in 2021 will secure advanced property rentals for both 2022 and 2023. 
Thereafter properties will be booked a year in advance.  

7.1.2.2 Fixed Expenditure
Our projections assume key increases in personnel, marketing, consulting and office 
equipment All other fixed expenses are assumed to increase with the inflation rate. 
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 7.1.2.2.1 Staff Expenditure
We intend to hire the majority of new staff in 2021. Our assumption is we pay average salaries 
for the required positions in our sector, which are indexed with the predicted variation in 
inflation. Detailed information about the specific positions, timing and salaries can be provided 
upon request. 

7.1.2.2.2 Marketing
Investing in marketing activities and campaigns means more people will be aware of the 
opportunity to go on a supported holiday and that we can achieve our sales targets. After 
covering the cost of the current capital raising campaign, we have budgeted £1,500 per month 
for marketing expenditures.
 

7.1.2.2.3 Consulting Expenditure
Growing the business will require specialised support in legal, IT and HR. As these roles will not 
be full time, we’ve budgeted £1,000 per month for such expenses.  In 2021 we have £10,320 
is allocated for preparation of a successful community share offer, funded by an “Investment 
Ready Grant” from REACH, proposed by our lender, Key Fund. 

7.1.2.2.4 Office Equipment Expenditure
With more people in our team in 2021 we have assumed new laptops and periphery devices  are 
required for each employee. £4,500 is budgeted for 2021, £2000 in 2022 and £2000 in 2025. 

7.1.2.2.5 Loans
In 2019 we received a phased loan of £60,160  from Key Fund to grow our sales and marketing  
and strengthen cashflow. During the COVID-19 lockdown we switched to interest only payments 
(£326/month). Our assumption is that capital repayments of £716 will start in July when holidays 
have been delivered. 

7.2 Forecasts with an Investment of 
£450,000

The number of holidays, guests, income, cost of sales and operating expenses are summarised 
for 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024 and 2025. 

The forecast for 2025 assumes a decision to build four MindforYou properties was made in 
2023 and that they are open for business in May 2025. The expenditure for running and staffing 
these properties has been included in the forecast. The inclusion of income and expenditure is 
provided to illustrate this opportunity. No investment or expenditure for the purchase of land or 
building the properties are included in 2023, 2024 or 2025 as this is an opportunity that will be 
decided by the society in 2023.
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2021 Income 
and Expenditure 
Predictions

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Customers

No. Guests 0 0 0 0 12 12 12 0 64 64 16 48 228

No. Guests / 
Holidays 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 7

No. of Holidays 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 8 8 2 6 30

Joy Inside 
Households 96 144 192 240 288 336 384 432 480 528 576 624 4320

No. Sessions per 
Week 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 180

Income

Community Share 
Offering 450000 450000

Grants & Furlough 23513 5973 5973 5973 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41433

Sales: Joy Inside 960 1440 1920 2400 2880 3360 3840 4320 4800 5280 5760 6240 43200

Other Revenue 
Total 1390 300 0 0 2273 2273 2273 0 12122 12122 3030 9091 44873

Sales: Holidays 0 0 0 13560 13560 13560 0 72320 72320 18080 54240 0 257640

Total Income 25863 7713 7893 21933 468713 19193 6113 76640 89242 35482 63030 15331 837147

Total Operational 
Income 2350 1740 1920 15960 18713 19193 6113 76640 89242 35482 63030 15331 345713

Cost of Sales

Holiday Rental 
Deposits 4350 17400 43674 87348 152772

Holiday Rental 
Balance 0 0 3000 3000 3000 0 12000 12000 3000 9000 0 0 45000

Holiday Running 
Costs 0 0 0 0 3453 3453 3453 0 13810 13810 3453 10358 51789

Subcontracter 
Costs 0 0 0 417 3177 3177 2760 1668 12708 11457 4011 8280 47655

Total Sales 
Expenses 4350 0 3000 3417 27030 6630 18213 13668 73192 121615 7464 18638 297216

Appendix 7.2.1 2021 Forecast
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Less Operating 
Expenses Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Advertising & 
Marketing 1250 1250 1250 5250 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 21000

Audit & 
Accountancy* 646 146 146 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 0 0 1939

Bank Fees 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 108

Consulting 0 5160 5160 0 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 18320

Equipment 
Purchases 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 1502

Insurance 300 300 1299 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1899

IT Software & 
Consumables 244 244 244 244 244 244 244 244 244 244 244 244 2932

Postage, Freight & 
Courier 150 150 150 150 233 233 233 233 233 233 233 233 2467

Printing & 
Stationary 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 713

Staffing (Salary, NI, 
Pension) 7168 7168 7168 7168 24712 24712 24712 30416 32133 32133 32133 32133 261756

Office Equipment 8 8 8 8 8 4508 8 8 8 8 8 8 4593

Staff Training 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 1689

Telephone & 
Internet 8 8 8 8 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 992

Travel 0 0 169 169 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 2738

Key Fund Loan 
Interest 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 3911

Key Fund Loan 
Capitol 0 0 0 0 0 0 716 716 716 716 716 716 4297

Ethex Crowd 
Funding 14000 14000

Fixed 
Expenditure 10434 15094 16263 13657 28778 47278 29494 35198 36915 37915 36915 36915 344856

Total 
Expenditure 14784 15094 19263 17074 55808 53908 47707 48866 110107 159530 44378 55552 642072

Net Monthly 
Cash 11079 -7381 -11369 4859 412905 -34715 -41594 27774 -20865 -124048 18652 -40221
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Appendix 7.2.2 2022 Forecast
2022 Income 
and Expenditure 
Predictions

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Customers

No. Guests 0 0 16 32 48 64 48 32 96 80 16 48 480

Average No. 
Guests / Holidays 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

No. of Holidays in 
that month 0 0 2 4 6 8 6 4 12 10 2 6 60

Joy Inside 
Households 672 720 768 816 864 912 960 1008 1056 1104 1152 1200 11232

No. Sessions per 
Week 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 468

Income

Community Share 
Offering

Grants & Furlough 0 0 0 0 0 100000 0 0 0 0 0 0 100000

Sales: Joy Inside 6720 7200 7680 8160 8640 9120 9600 10080 10560 11040 11520 12000 112320

Other Revenue 
Total 0 0 3107 6213 9320 12426 9320 6213 18639 15533 3107 9320 93196

Sales: Holidays 0 198888 39776 59664 79552 59664 39776 119328 99440 19888 59664 59664 656304

Total Income 6720 27088 50563 74037 97512 181210 58696 135621 128639 46461 74291 80984 961820

Total Operational 
Income 6720 27088 50563 74037 97512 81210 58696 135621 128639 46461 74291 80984 861820

Cost of Sales

Holiday Rental 
Deposits 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Holiday Rental 
Balance 3012 6024 9036 12048 9036 6024 18072 15060 3012 9036 9036 9036 108432

Holiday Running 
Costs 0 0 3466 6933 10399 13866 10399 6933 20798 17332 3466 10399 103992

Subcontractor 
Costs 0 0 3190 6379 9569 12759 9569 6379 19138 15949 3190 9569 95692

Total Sales 
Expenses 3012 6024 15692 25360 29004 32649 38040 28372 42949 42317 15692 29004 308116
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Less Operating 
Expenses Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Advertising & 
Marketing 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 18072

Audit & 
Accountancy* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1002 0 0 1002

Bank Fees 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 108

Consulting 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 12048

Equipment 
Purchases 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 1508

Insurance 302 0 1304 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1606

IT Software & 
Consumables 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 2944

Postage, Freight & 
Courier 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 2812

Printing & 
Stationary 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 1072

Staffing (Salary, 
NI, Pension) 35587 35587 35587 35587 35587 35587 35587 35587 35587 35587 35587 35587 427044

Office Equipment 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 2008 8 8 8 2094

Staff Training 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 1696

Telephone & 
Internet 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 1446

Travel 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 3614

Key Fund Loan 
Interest 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 3911

Key Fund Loan 
Capitol 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 8594

Fixed 
Expenditure 40715 40414 41718 40414 40414 40414 40414 40414 42414 41416 40414 40414 489570

Total 
Expenditure 43727 46438 57410 65774 69418 73062 78454 68786 85362 83732 56106 69418 797686

Net Monthly 
Cash -37007 -19350 -6847 8263 28094 108148 -19758 66835 43277 -37272 18185 11566
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Appendix 7.2.3 2023 Forecast
2023 Income 
and Expenditure 
Predictions

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Customers

No. Guests 48 48 64 96 96 112 80 48 112 96 64 96 960

Average No. 
Guests / Holidays 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

No. of Holidays in 
that month 6 6 8 12 12 14 10 6 14 12 8 12 120

Joy Inside 
Households 1248 1296 1344 1392 1440 1488 1536 1584 1632 1680 1728 1776 18144

No. Sessions per 
Week 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 756

Income

Community Share 
Offering

Grants & Furlough 0 0 0 0 0 100000 0 0 0 0 0 0 100000

Sales: Joy Inside 12480 12960 13440 13920 14400 14880 15360 15840 16320 16800 17280 17760 181440

Other Revenue 
Total 9320 9320 12426 18639 18639 21746 15533 9320 21746 18639 12426 18639 186391

Sales: Holidays 59664 79552 119328 119328 139216 99440 59664 139216 119328 79552 99440 99440 1213168

Total Income 81464 101832 145194 151887 172255 236066 90557 164376 157394 114991 129146 135839 1680999

Total Operational 
Income 81464 101832 145194 151887 172255 136066 90557 164376 157394 114991 129146 135839 1580999

Cost of Sales

Holiday Rental 
Deposits 0 0 0 145726 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14576

Holiday Rental 
Balance 12048 18072 18072 21084 15060 9036 21084 18072 12048 18072 15060 15060 192768

Holiday Running 
Costs 10399 10399 13866 20798 20798 24265 17332 10399 24265 20798 13866 20798 207985

Subcontractor 
Costs 9569 9569 12759 19138 19138 22328 15949 9569 22328 19138 12759 19138 191384

Total Sales 
Expenses 32016 38040 44697 206746 54997 55629 54365 38040 58641 58009 41685 54997 737862
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Less Operating 
Expenses Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Advertising & 
Marketing 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 1506 18072

Audit & 
Accountancy* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1001 0 0 1001

Bank Fees 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 108

Consulting 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 12048

Equipment 
Purchases 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 1508

Insurance 302 0 1306 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1607

IT Software & 
Consumables 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 2944

Postage, Freight & 
Courier 234 234 234 234 234 234 234 234 234 234 234 234 2812

Printing & 
Stationary 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89 1072

Staffing (Salary, NI, 
Pension) 41315 41315 41315 41315 41315 41315 41315 41315 41315 41315 41315 41315 495780

Office Equipment 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 94

Staff Training 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 1689

Telephone & 
Internet 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 1446

Travel 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 301 3614

Key Fund Loan 
Interest 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 3911

Key Fund Loan 
Capitol 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 8594

Fixed 
Expenditure 46443 46142 47447 46142 46142 46142 46142 46142 46142 47143 46142 46142 556307

Total 
Expenditure 78460 84182 92144 252888 101138 101771 100506 84182 104783 105151 87826 101138 1294169

Net Monthly 
Cash 3004 17650 53051 -101001 71117 134295 -9950 80194 52611 9840 41320 34701



Appendix 7.2.4 2024 Forecast
2024 Income 
and Expenditure 
Predictions

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Customers

No. Guests 80 80 128 160 192 192 128 80 192 144 80 144 1600

Average No. 
Guests / Holidays 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

No. of Holidays in 
that month 10 10 16 20 24 24 16 10 24 18 10 18 200

Joy Inside 
Households 1824 1872 1920 1968 2016 2064 2112 2160 2208 2256 2304 2352 25056

No. Sessions per 
Week 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 1044

Income

Community Share 
Offering

Grants & Furlough 0 0 0 0 0 100000 0 0 0 0 0 0 100000

Sales: Joy Inside 18368 18720 19200 19680 20160 20640 21120 21600 22080 22560 23040 23520 250688

Other Revenue 
Total 15611 15611 24978 31222 37466 37466 24978 15611 37466 28100 15611 28100 312220

Sales: Holidays 99739 159582 199477 239372 239372 159582 99739 239372 179529 99739 179529 119686 2014718

Total Income 133717 193913 243655 290274 296999 317688 145836 276583 239076 150398 218180 171306 2677626

Total Operational 
Income 133717 193913 243655 290274 296999 217688 145836 276583 239076 150398 218180 171306 2577626

Cost of Sales

Holiday Rental 
Deposits 0 0 175201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 175220

Holiday Rental 
Balance 23696 29620 35544 35544 23696 14810 35544 26658 14810 26658 17772 17772 302124

Holiday Running 
Costs 17384 17384 27815 34768 41722 41722 27815 17384 41722 31291 17384 31280 347670

Subcontractor 
Costs 15997 15997 25594 31993 38392 38392 25594 15997 38392 28794 15997 28794 319930

Total Sales 
Expenses 57077 63001 88953 277506 103809 94923 88953 60039 94923 86743 51153 77845 1144925
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Less Operating 
Expenses Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Advertising & 
Marketing 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 18126

Audit & 
Accountancy* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1004 0 0 1004

Bank Fees 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 108

Consulting 1004 1004 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 12078

Equipment 
Purchases 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 1512

Insurance 0 0 302 0 1308 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1610

IT Software & 
Consumables 245 245 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 2951

Postage, Freight & 
Courier 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 2820

Printing & 
Stationary 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 1075

Staffing (Salary, NI, 
Pension) 41392 41392 41392 41392 41392 41392 41392 41392 41392 41392 41392 41392 496705

Office Equipment 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 88

Staff Training 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 1701

Telephone & 
Internet 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 1450

Travel 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 3625

Key Fund Loan 
Interest 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 326 3911

Key Fund Loan 
Capitol 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 716 8594

Fixed 
Expenditure 46226 46226 46532 46230 47538 46230 46230 46230 46230 47234 46230 46222 557360

Total 
Expenditure 103775 109817 136194 324464 151820 141449 135892 106800 141449 134509 97737 124422 1708327

Net Monthly 
Cash 29942 84096 107461 -34190 145179 176239 9944 169783 97627 15890 120443 46884



Appendix 7.2.5 2025 Forecast
2025 Income 
and Expenditure 
Predictions

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Customers

No. Guests 96 96 144 176 208 208 144 96 208 160 80 144 1760

Average No. 
Guests / Holidays 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

No. of Holidays in 
that month 12 12 18 22 26 26 18 12 26 20 10 18 220

No. Property 
Weekend Holidays 
Public

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 64

No. Property 
School Holidays 
Public

2 8 8 2 2 22

No. Guest MfY 
Property Holiday 64 64 32 32 96 96 96 96 576

Ave No. Guest / 
Property Holiday 
MfY

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

No. Property 
Holidays MfY 8 8 4 4 12 12 12 12 72

Joy Inside 
Households 2400 2448 2496 2544 2592 2640 2688 2736 2784 2832 2880 2928 31968

No. Sessions per 
Week 100 102 104 106 108 110 112 114 116 118 120 122 1332

Income

Community Share 
Offering

Grants & Furlough 0 0 0 0 0 100000 0 0 0 0 0 0 100000

Sales: Joy Inside 24000 24480 24960 25440 25920 26400 26880 27360 27840 28380 28800 29280 319680

Other Revenue 
Total 18733 18733 28100 34344 40589 40589 28100 18733 40589 31222 15611 28100 343442

Sales: Holidays 119686 179529 219425 259320 259230 179529 119686 259320 199477 99739 179529 119686 2194247

Property Other 
Revenue Total 0 0 0 32155 58357 42280 29179 61334 87536 87536 87536 87536 573450

Property: Holidays 112000 112000 56000 56000 168000 168000 168000 168000 1008000

Property General 
Public 0 0 0 0 64000 64000 46000 46000 82000 82000 82000 82000 548000

Total Income 162419 222743 272485 351260 560186 564798 305845 468747 605442 496817 561476 514602 5086819

Total Operational 
Income 162419 222743 272485 351260 560186 464798 305845 468747 605442 496817 561476 514602 4986819

Cost of Sales

Holiday Rental 
Deposits 0 0 240928 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 240928

Holiday Rental 
Balance 27189 33231 39274 39274 27189 18126 39274 30210 15105 27189 15105 15105 326273

Holiday Running 
Costs 20861 20861 31291 38245 59106 59106 38245 27185 66060 55629 38245 52152 507616

Subcontractor 
Costs 19196 19196 28794 35192 54388 54388 35192 25594 60787 51189 35192 47990 467098

Property Running 
Costs 7200 8100 9000 9000 9000 9900 9000 9900 71100
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2025 Income 
and Expenditure 
Predictions

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Property 
Maintenance 
Costs

7057 7057 7057 7057 7057 7057 7057 7057 56454

Total Sales 
Expenses 67246 73288 99359 353639 154940 146777 128768 99676 158008 150964 104599 132204 1669468
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Less Operating 
Expenses Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Advertising & 
Marketing 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 1511 18126

Audit & 
Accountancy* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1004 0 0 1004

Bank Fees 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 108

Consulting 1004 1004 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 1007 12078

Equipment 
Purchases 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 1512

Insurance 0 0 302 0 1308 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1610

IT Software & 
Consumables 245 245 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 2951

Postage, Freight & 
Courier 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 235 2820

Printing & 
Stationary 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 1075

Staffing (Salary, NI, 
Pension) 43399 43399 43399 43399 43399 43399 43399 43399 43399 43399 43399 43399 520784

Office Equipment 1004 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 1004

Staff Training 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 142 1701

Telephone & 
Internet 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 121 1450

Travel 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 302 3625

Key Fund Loan 
Interest 326 326 326 978

Key Fund Loan 
Capitol 716 716 716 2149

Fixed 
Expenditure 49229 48233 48293 47195 48503 47195 47195 47195 47195 48199 47195 47187 572811

Total 
Expenditure 116475 121521 147651 400834 203443 193972 175962 146871 205203 199163 151794 179390 2242279

Net Monthly 
Cash 45945 101222 124833 -49574 356743 370826 129882 321876 400239 297654 409682 335212
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